The conventional assessment of human semen, especially sperm movement characteristics, is a highly subjective assessment, with considerable intra-and inter-technician variability. Computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA) systems provide a rapid and automated assessment of the parameters of sperm motion, together with improved standardization and quality control. However, it should be noted that the measurement of the sperm head motion by CASA is sensitive to the technique of experimentation. While conventional CASA systems use digital microscopes with phase-contrast accessories that make the sperm's head appear brighter and sharper than the other parts, in this research, a regular light microscope was used with a digital camera directly attached to its eyepiece. One of the drawbacks of this method is that the images lack proper contrast and sharpness. To remedy this, we have proposed an algorithm for sperm tracking that is insensitive to image acquisition conditions. This tracking algorithm was used after the background and extra particles were successfully removed through a two-step enhancement algorithm. Additionally, in this research, a template matching method was used for finding the sperm's path. Upon examination, it was proven that our tracking algorithm worked well with different image acquisition conditions. This paper explains how this method reduces error probability in finding and tracking sperm in various frames.
Introduction
Infertility is a common clinical problem which causes considerable morbidity, including stress, depression and sexual dysfunction, in those couples affected (Domar et al 1992) . The assessment of the male partner of an infertile couple is based on the conventional criteria of semen quality including semen volume, sperm concentration, motility percentage and normal morphology percentage. The fundamental problem for clinical andrologists remains the fact that these conventional criteria of semen quality are of limited prognostic value in predicting the pregnancy achievement (Bostofe et al 1990) . As a consequence, additional tests of the human spermatozoa's functional attributes have evolved. Prominent amongst these has been the study of sperm movement. Proper characterization of sperm motility is an important goal in reproductive health studies because, along with more standard measures of semen quality such as sperm concentration and sperm morphology, sperm motion correlates with the fertilization rate in vitro (Slott et al 1997) .
The conventional assessment of human semen, especially sperm movement characteristics, is a highly subjective assessment, with considerable intra-and inter-technician variability. computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA) systems provide a rapid and automated assessment of the sperm motion parameters, together with improved standardization and quality control. Computer-assisted analysis of sperm motion characteristics is a valuable tool which may aid the diagnosis of disordered sperm function in sub-fertile males. Objective analysis of sperm motion parameters by CASA has resulted in positive and significant correlations between the amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH), curvilinear velocity (VCL), linearity (LIN) and straight line velocity (VSL) and fertilization rates in vitro (Acosta and Kruger 1996) . A sperm which has high VCL, VSL and LIN can be assumed to have high quality and a high possibility of fertilizing the ovum. Other sperm motion parameters have not yet been correlated with failure/success of fertilization of human oocytes under in vitro conditions. Therefore, finding the sperm's path is the first and most important step in sperm movement analysis. However, it should be noted that the measurement of the sperm head motion is sensitive to the technique of experimentation, i.e. to (1) the spatial resolution of magnification systems (microscope and camera characteristics) as well as the size of the sperm head, and (2) the temporal resolution of the systems (framing rate in relation to the speed of the sperm head) (Acosta and Kruger 1996) .
In addition, the sperm has various movements; for example, it can move to the lower surface of the sample and be absent in several frames. Moreover, the sperm's head is not necessarily in the direction of its movement and it is possible that the sperm could move its head to its right or left based on its path of movement. Finally, it is possible that the main path of a sperm may be mistaken with that of another sperm due to sperm collisions. In this case, either that specific sperm is removed form the analysis results or the risk of having errors in the results is accepted (Mortimer 2000) .
Conventional CASA systems use digital microscopes with phase-contrast accessories which make the sperm's head appear brighter than the other parts (Mortimer 2000) . Thus, in order to identify and track the sperm in the sequence of the frames, its brightest point is considered as the center of the sperm's head. However, for image acquisition and analysis in this research, a regular light microscope was used with a digital camera directly attached to its eyepiece to insure cost benefits and simple assembling of the system. One of the drawbacks of this method, however, is that the images lack proper contrast and sharpness. If we can compensate for the disadvantage of these microscopic images, this sperm analysis system can be utilized with all kinds of microscopes in all laboratories.
To enhance the microscopic image, the extra particles present in the image shall be removed as much as possible before starting the sperm path determination. This will insure reduced error probability in finding and tracking the sperm in various frames. The enhancement method used in this research is described in section 2.3. The path finding algorithm and the results of applying it to several images with different acquisition conditions are described in sections 2.4 and 3, respectively.
Materials and methods

Image acquisition techniques
The videos used in this research have been recorded from the semen samples of people who had visited Isfahan Fertility & Infertility Center or the spermogram laboratory of Royan Institute in Tehran. The sample preparation technique was almost the same in both laboratories: the sample was first put in an incubator for 30 min. Once it was homogeneous, a drop of 20 µl of the sample was put on a clean slide. To make these videos, three different sets of microscopes and cameras were used with the following specifications:
(a) A Nikon trinocular invert microscope with a total magnification of ×400 (objective lens:
×40, eyepiece lens ×10) along with a Sony SSC-DC58AP video camera. The camera was attached to a third eyepiece. (b) The same microscope along with a Motic Moticam 480 digital camera. Unlike the previous camera, this one was attached directly to the eyepiece of the microscope. (c) A ZIESS regular light microscope with a total magnification of ×500 (objective lens:
×40, mid-magnification: ×1.25, eyepiece lens: ×10) along with a Moticam 480 digital camera.
The size of recorded videos was 288×352 pixels for both cameras. There was a space resolution of 2.8 pixels/µm for group (a) and 2 pixels/µm for groups (b) and (c). The frame rate of the recorded videos was 30 fps for Moticam 480 and 25 fps for the Sony camera.
Environmental conditions such as the microscopes' lighting, ambient light and the clarity of the microscopes' mirrors and lenses have varied at the time of recording in each of the two laboratories.
Software for algorithm implementation
The tracking algorithm was set and run using MATLAB 6.5.1 software in a windows XP operating system on a 2.8 GHz Pentium IV personal computer.
Image enhancement method
CASA systems use digital microscopes with phase-contrast accessories which make the sperm's head appear brighter than the other parts (Mortimer 2000) . Thus, in order to identify and track the sperm in the sequence of the frames, its brightest point is considered as the center of the sperm's head. However, as mentioned in section 2.1, in this research images were recorded with regular microscopes and under uncontrolled conditions.
To enhance the image quality, the image noise shall be reduced and the extra parts present in the image shall be removed as much as possible before starting the sperm path determination step. This is to ensure reduced error probability in finding and tracking the sperm in various frames. Since in a CASA system analyzing the sperm's features in a sample is the goal, 'extra parts' are defined as follows:
• Noises and disturbances due to the imaging system, such as e slides, mirrors, microscope lenses, camera lenses and ambient. These factors remain fixed in different frames and are not affected by the sample's or the sperm's movements.
• Images of other parts present in the semen sample such as cytoplasmic parts and blood cells. These elements are fixed by nature, but they do change slightly due to the sperm's movements.
• Out of focus quality of some of the sperm images due to the depth of the sample's image under the microscope. These sperm are seen as parts with vague boundaries or with different brightness levels.
Based on these definitions, a two-step enhancement method has been utilized in this research to reduce and remove these disturbances as much as possible. In the first step, the goal is to remove the completely fixed parts (those due to the imaging system and semen sample particles), while the second step is used to remove or reduce the effects of the parts with vague boundaries (those due to the lack of focus).
To achieve our goal in the first step, the information from different frames of the video has been used to remove the fixed parts. To do so, the brightness level of the image in each pixel and in consecutive frames has been analyzed and a numerical sequence has been obtained for each pixel:
( 1) In (1), i and j are the coordinates of the point under analysis and f (i, j, t) is the brightness level at these coordinates in t frame. m shows the number of frames present in the video. Since the moving parts are only seen in some limited frames in each pixel, the maximum brightness level occurrence in each pixel is the brightness level of the still background at that point. If the brightness histogram of different frames at point (i, j ) is shown with H i,j (k), the background brightness level will be obtained from (2).
In (2), L represents the number of gray levels in the image, equal to 256. The image we get using (2) includes all the entirely still parts of the image. Thus, by subtracting it from the original image in each frame, these parts will be removed.
In the second step, we have analyzed the enhanced image (I 2 ) to correct the ambiguities and remove the noise. To do so, we have used wavelet transform:
In this relation, ψ is the wavelet basis function and m is the scale determiner. The larger the value of m, the greater the wavelet function support will be. Therefore, wavelet transform in the largest scale is mainly due to slow changes in the brightness level of the whole image. These slow changes can be due to varied light distribution throughout the slide surface. Thus, omitting the wavelet transform coefficients in the largest scale reduces the effect of these slow changes throughout the image (without affecting the clarity of boundaries):
After omitting these coefficients, the final enhanced image is obtained using inverse wavelet transform:
In theory, relations (5) and (6) should be usable for all the frames. However, if the aforementioned slow changes are due to varied light distribution in the sample, they are seen in almost all the frames. Therefore, in order to increase the algorithm's speed, we can only acquire the second background image in the first frame:
Once that is obtained, we can correct the images in the next frames accordingly:
Sperm tracking method
After enhancing the image quality, the lab technician selects the specific sperm manually. To do so, he/she clicks, using the computer mouse, on the desired point at the first frame of the video previously saved on the computer. This point is, then, used by the computer as the initial point for template matching algorithm. This algorithm shall determine the sperm's location in the next frames.
As mentioned earlier in section 1, sperm has various movements and the sperm's motility is unpredictable, especially if it is not from the 'rapid progressive motility' group. This being a problem, there are also some useful suppositions:
• Based on WHO's manual, a sperm with a rapid progressive motility is defined as one which moves a distance five times its head size in a second (WHO 1999) . Therefore, the region in the next frame where we expect to find the specific sperm can be defined.
• In this region, the only thing with the most similarity to a specific sperm is that sperm itself. Therefore, we can use the correlation method for finding the sperm.
• Although every sperm can have head movements to the right and the left, our observations show that between each two frames the changes in the head movements are not more than ±45
• .
Based on these suppositions, the template matching technique has been used in this research to find a specific sperm in a new frame. This is done in several steps:
1. The lab technician determines the center of the sperm's head in the first frame (as the starting point):
Then the region of the sperm's head (or the head box) is determined using the algorithm given in Teifoory et al (2002) . With this algorithm, all points on the head's boundary are specified, and the head box is the smallest square surrounding the sperm's head:
Here, 'sperm 1 ' means the collection of the head's boundary points in the first frame. Thus, S 1 is the head box and is considered as the template pattern used in the template matching algorithm.
2. Using S 1 , we can determine the next frame's region in which we expect to find the specific sperm. Based on the sperm's fastest speed and the lowest frame rate, the searching region in the new frame is selected:
3. In the searching region (S 2 ), the template pattern (S 1 ) is slid pixel by pixel and the extent of similarity between that part of the region and the template pattern is calculated based on the definition of the correlation:
Here, I 4 comes from relation (8) and m shows the number of frames present in the video. 4. Maximum similarity is found:
Basically, the coordination at which maximum similarity is found shall be the head's center in the new frame (t):
5. In order to avoid having errors in the algorithm due to the absence of sperm in the specific frame (t), the result of relation (13) is compared to the maximum similarity. If the similarity is less than 70%, it is assumed that the sperm was absent in this frame:
If the above condition is not met, the new sperm head coordinates are found from relation (14) and, with this new point, the algorithm is repeated from step 2. If the condition is met, the sixth step of the algorithm is carried out. 6. If the conditions of relation (15) are not met, the template matching (third and fourth steps) is repeated in the next frame. However, if these conditions are met, the searching region is expanded a bit more:
7. If the sperm is not found in the larger regions of the next two frames or if the sperm has moved out of the microscope's field, the algorithm ends. In this situation, we will have a path for each sperm consisting of the set of head center coordinates in each frame, meaning:
Here, m is the number of the last frame in which the specific sperm had been seen and it is possible that it would be the same as m in some cases. Since the sperm might have been absent in some frames, the above sequence contains some missing data. When the sperm is temporarily lost in a frame, the algorithm estimates its position through its accurate spot in the previous and next frames. In fact, in such cases, a linear interpolation is performed. For example, if the sperm is seen in frames t and t + 3 but not in the mid frames of t + 1, t + 2, the sperm's head coordinates in the two mid frames are calculated through the following relations:
This missing data estimation will be discussed in section 4. As mentioned in section 1, sperm has several movements and its shape may change from frame to frame. To remedy this problem and decrease the number of errors, the following principles have been used in this research for the tracking algorithm:
(a): In the searching (third) step, the rotation of the sperm's head from its original pattern was analyzed in addition to the sperm's movements in order to increase the accuracy. If the sperm's head rotates, the coordination of sperm's head center may not be the maximum result of relation (12). Therefore, we have rotated the first template pattern (S 1 ) in a ±45
• region. This rotated template is named S 1, . Then, we have found the similarity between this rotated pattern and the searching region in the specific frame each time. This means that instead of S 1 in relation (12), S 1, (for | | < 45) has been used. This method increases the confidence coefficient and the algorithm's accuracy. In addition, the head rotation angle ( ) in each frame can be calculated compared to the primary pattern and used as a sperm motility feature for sperm classification (section 4).
(b): By analyzing the tth frame, we have actually analyzed (t − 1) frames. Therefore, we have t − 1 sperm's head centers and t − 1 head boxes:
Here, 'sperm 1,p ' means the collection of the head's boundary points at the pth frame. These head boxes show the history of the sperm's head orientation and shape variation. This method is similar to the sperm tracking strategy that a human operator applies. He/she is trained to track sperm based on their path histories and is able to distinguish the specified sperm with any shape variations. Therefore, we analyze the searching region of tth frame based on a multi-template matching algorithm:
The maximum similarity is found through the following relation:
These relations replace relations (10), (12) and (13), respectively.
Results
The tracking algorithm has been applied to different sperm images under various conditions. Table 1 shows these conditions. Regular microscopes with no phase-contrast accessories have been used. In section 2.3, the image enhancement algorithm was discussed. In order to avoid errors in the results, this algorithm must be applied to images before any sperm tracking algorithm implementation. This is because of two reasons. First, the microscopes' lighting distribution is not uniform throughout the images. Second, we have used a raw (unprocessed) semen sample which contains many particles other than sperm. Figure 1 shows the result of applying the enhancement algorithm to a typical image. One can see that the extra parts have been removed and the background of the enhanced image is uniform in figure 1(b) . Figure 2 shows the role and the importance of the enhancement algorithm for finding the sperm path correctly. One should compare two paths in figure 2. The 'dashed line' path is the result of the path finding algorithm carried out without an image enhancement algorithm; whereas the 'solid line' path is subsequent to the application of the image enhancement algorithm. The path finding error in the unprocessed image can be clearly seen. The reason is obvious: in figure 1(a) , there is an extra part on the location to which the solid-line arrow points. When the specified sperm (to which the dashed-line arrow points) reaches this particle, the algorithm loses it and makes an error. To find the sperm's path in the semen sample, a multi-template matching algorithm has been used (relations (10) through (16)). The starting (initial) point for each sperm was selected by the lab technician, using a computer mouse. The video files have been saved on the computer previously. Then the path finding algorithm was used off-line. In this way, 100 motile sperm were analyzed in randomly selected video files with different conditions (table 1). Figure 3 shows the results of the algorithm for some different sperm. Table 2 contains the analyzed sperm distribution based on the imaging conditions (table 1) .
To evaluate the path finding algorithm, the estimated path (c(t)) shall be compared with the real path (c r (t)). To determine the real path, an expert has followed the sperm path manually. To do so, the semen sample video has been shown to the expert frame by frame and he has clicked on a point on the specified sperm's head (preferably the head's center of gravity), using a computer mouse. In this way, a new sequence for sperm movement has been formed (c r (t)). In figure 3 , the two sequences of c(t) and c r (t) were drawn for a sperm movement. It can be seen that the computer algorithm follows the sperm's real path with a good estimation. A criterion for the extent of closeness of these two paths (estimated and real) is calculated from relation (18). Of course, before relation (18) is calculated, the missing data are estimated through relation (17).
The smaller the number of the MSE (mean squared error), the higher the accuracy at each path point will be. In our data set, this quantity's value is from 1.0 to 8.2 (table 3). To construct  table 3 , an expert has observed the results and divided them into two groups: 'partially different path' and 'completely mistaken path'. Then the computer has calculated the MSE criterion for all of the paths. Mostly, the completely mistaken paths occur in highly concentrated semen samples. In these samples, several sperm collisions occur, resulting in the failure of the template matching algorithm.
In fact, the MSE shows the extent of arithmetical and precise similarity between these two paths but contains no information regarding the extent of their general and quality similarity. In other words, two sperm may belong to the same class but with slightly different paths. Therefore, it is possible that the MSE would have a large value due to the considerable difference between the two paths at some limited points while the two paths are actually very near to each other at many other points. This is discussed in the next section.
Discussions
In the previous section, a multi-template matching algorithm was used for sperm tracking in the semen sample. Additionally, the MSE criterion was introduced for evaluating the algorithm precision. The smaller this parameter, the higher the precision at each path point would be. There are five major factors that cause the MSE value to increase in some videos:
1. The sperm's 3D shifting makes it difficult for the expert to determine the sperm's head in some frames. 2. Determining the center of the sperm's head in each frame is related to the precision of placing the mouse on the center by the expert. 3. In the frames in which the sperm is lost temporarily, the computer algorithm uses a linear interpolation to estimate the missing data (relation 17). Naturally, the sperm may have some path changes in these two frames and these changes could not be seen by a linear estimation.
4. The algorithm has found a wrong point for the specified sperm in a few frames (such as some portions of the paths in figure 3 ). 5. The algorithm has found a wrong path for the specified sperm in the major frames (such as the dashed-line path in figure 2 ).
All of the above factors (except for the fifth) cause partial differences between the estimated and real paths. However, the characterization of the paths remains the same. In the infertility diagnosis, the class of the sperm is more important than the exact value of its path specifications. The WHO manual (WHO 1999) categorizes sperm (based on their motility) into four categories (the clinically valuable groups based on WHO) with the following specifications:
Grade a: rapid progressive motility, Grade b: slow or sluggish progressive motility, Grade c: non-progressive motility,
Regardless of all this, what is seen very clearly in all the figures (and in table 3) is that the estimated path follows the real path pattern in all cases. This means that if a qualitative definition for evaluation (such as the decision making process for the expert in table 3) was used instead of relation (18), it would appear that no error had occurred (for the 'partially different path' group). This kind of glance at the results is valuable since the classification method in terms of the sperm's motility is basically related to the sperm's pattern and its manner of movement, not its point to point path. Therefore, the real precision of the tracking algorithm should be determined based on the accuracy of the sperm classification. In fact, if after path finding the specific sperm was classified based on the real and the estimated paths in the WHO category and the groups were compared to each other, the algorithm's accuracy (from a clinical point of view) would be seen. For classification of a specific sperm, three simple features were used: LIN, VSL and head angle variation (related to ). The definition of LIN and VSL is found in Mortimer (2000) and was calculated in the content of tracking algorithm (section 2.4). Relation (19) is a criterion for head variation:
∂ /∂t is the time derivative of and shows the velocity of head variation at instant t. The smaller the value of HAV, the smaller the head variation would be. In this way, we have classified each sperm (based on real and estimated paths) and calculated the algorithm's accuracy. For example, both paths in figures 3(a) and (b) were categorized as grade (a) but both paths in figure 3(c) were categorized as grade (c). It means that the category of the specified sperm is the same regardless of differences between estimated and real paths (with non-zero MSE). Therefore, one can observe that the accuracy calculated on the basis of the classification outcome is more realistic than that through using the MSE criterion. Through this manner of calculation, the accuracy of tracking is more than 85% (table 3) and it is not sensitive to the method of the missing data estimation.
Finally, the problem of missing data in the study shall be addressed. As mentioned in section 2.4, when the specified sperm is absent in some frames, a missing data problem occurs. Missing data are a part of almost all research. There are a number of ways to deal with missing data, and the researcher has to select one that is proper to the nature of his/her research. In this study, we have used a linear interpolation (relation 17). This method may provide a good estimation for a 'rapid progressive motility' sperm. This kind of sperm moves on a semi-linear path (figures 3(a) and (b)). For other sperm categories, this estimation may not be precise enough. A better way to handle missing data is to use the model estimation by optimizing the loss function, considering the non-missing data (Allison 2002) . One approach for modeling the data is based on artificial neural networks. These networks are widely and efficiently used to fit a complex function on nonlinear data or systems (Noriega and Wang 1998) . We have examined a neural network to perform function approximation on our missing data. But the overall result is not better than the results of linear interpolation. This is because the missing data are a small portion of the sperm path data and do not have a major role in the analysis and classification of sperm. However, as discussed previously, the accuracy of the sperm classification is not completely related to its path precision.
Conclusions
In this paper, the importance of correctly determining the moving sperm's path in a semen sample using a regular microscope (without phase-contrast accessories) was discussed. There are various problems with this method, mainly caused by environmental factors, sample quality and sperm motility. By designing a two-step method for removing background effects in the sample's image, as well as selecting a proper template matching method in this research, we showed that the sperm path can be obtained correctly regardless of changes in image acquisition conditions. Of course, in concentrated samples, a proper dilution is recommended because the high probability of sperm collisions increases the error probability in the algorithm (ESHRE Andrology Special Interest Group 1998).
Regardless of all this, this method can be improved in two main areas: (1) removing the error-causing extra parts in the image and (2) template matching. To achieve this end, the following modifications must be applied:
(a) The similarity criterion must be improved for a better matching examination (b) The absence or presence of a specified sperm in a given frame must be determined more precisely (c) A more precise decision must be made in case sperm collisions occur.
In the end, it is evident that a trained lab technician is able to distinguish the correct path even in highly concentrated semen samples and an ideal CASA system must emulate human ability. This is the goal of our future research.
